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170. Crowning Pulleys.— If a ilat belt is put on a, "crowning" ac pulley, as in Fig. i ;(>, the tension on AB will be greater than on (7). The belt lying Ilat at AC will have its approaching portion bent out as indicated by AE and CF, and as rotation gcu-s on the belt will be carried toward the high part of the pulley lc it will tend to run in tin* middle of the pulley This is lluk r(kason wh)" nearly all belt pulleys, except those on which the belt has to be shifted into different positions, are turned "crowning.1' For pulley proportions, see Chap. XVI.
171. Cone Pulleys. In performing different operations on a machine or the same operations on materials of different degrees of hardness, different speeds are required. The simplest way of obtaining them is by use of cone pulleys, ( hie pulley has a series of steps, and the opposing pulley has a corresponding series of steps. By shifting the belt from one pair to another the velocity ratio is changed. Since the same belt is used on all the pairs of steps, these must be so proportioned that the belt length for all the pairs shall be the same; otherwise the belt would be too tight on some of the steps and too loose on others. Let the case of a crossed belt be first considered. The length of a crossed belt may ik* expressed by tin* following formula: Let i" length of the belt; d distance between renters of rotation; J2« radius of the larger pulley; r 'radius of the smaller pulley. (See Fig. 177.) Then
£«2V^2-"(#-f rf \-(R f r)(,7 ! j arc whose sine is (A1 \ r) :d).
In the ease of a, crossed bell, if the si/e uf steps is changed so that the sum of their radii remains ronstant, the belt length will be constant. For in flu* formula the only variables are 7^ and r, and these terms only appear in the formula as A*lr; but R + r is by hypothesis constant. Therefore any change that is

